L&S Learning Support Services and DoIT Academic Technology invite you to join us for

**Principles and Practices of Integrating Technology and Teaching**

This year-long seminar series for L&S instructors of all levels explores the practical intersection between technology and teaching, presents various applications for technology in and out of the classroom, and addresses the concerns, questions, and possibilities of teaching with technology.

**Fall 2011**

**Building in the Basics: Fundamentals of Incorporating Technology into the Classroom Setting**
September 21, 2011  
3pm to 4pm  
254 Van Hise Hall

**Undiscovered Treasures: Getting to Know UW Madison's Learning Technology Toolbox**
October (late): **TBD** *(see website for time and date or join email list)*

**Fostering and Implementing Online Discussions: Strategies and Tips**
November (mid- to late): **TBD**

**Spring 2012**

**Make Room for the Computer Cart?: Incorporating Teaching Technology in a Non-equipped Classroom**
February (early): **TBD**

**Expanding into the Virtual Classroom: Working with Collaborative Teaching and Learning Spaces**
March (early to mid-): **TBD**

**Beyond the Classroom Walls: Creating Personal Learning Networks**
April (early to mid-): **TBD**

**Email theresa@lss.wisc.edu to join the LSS/AT Seminar Series email list to receive seminar reminders and updates. Visit [http://lss.wisc.edu](http://lss.wisc.edu) or [http://academictech.doit.wisc.edu](http://academictech.doit.wisc.edu) for more news and information!**

All seminars feature the current, monthly Lens on the Collection materials from LSS. Check out [http://lss.wisc.edu](http://lss.wisc.edu) for more details and information about Lens on the Collection.